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El Niño is a climate/weather feature, recurring every few to several years that
results in global effects including a one-to-two year-long, one-to-two tenths of °C
of higher temperatures and, more notably, a shift to warmer ocean temperatures
off of the Americas and higher rainfall as a result. This month’s SJGS
presentation will start with a broader explanation of how the El Niño/La Niña
oscillation works, including the role of equatorial winds in the Pacific Ocean and
the resultant “piling up” of a deep warm water pool in the western Pacific Ocean
and the subsequent “sloshing” of that pool back across the Pacific Ocean toward
the Americas. The global weather patterns expected over the typical cycle as a
result of this process will then be presented as well as the observation that,
overall, both warm El Niño and cool La Niña states are gradually getting
warming in line with global warming over the past several decades.
Finally, we’ll show features associated with one of the most notorious effects of
the present El Niños on Kern County, the October, 2015 mudslide that closed
area highways. Photos will be presented that Dr. Krugh’s graduate
geomorphology class visited the site soon after the event. As luck would have it,
one of us experienced the mudflow in real time, driving the last vehicle westward
on Highway 58 that made it through without getting stuck. So, you’ll hear an
eyewitness account as part of the presentation.
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